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Understanding the methods and trends within the 
laboratory and environment 

P er- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are found in common items ranging from cookware 
to paint. Despite containing attractive properties for everyday use, they are known to cause 
adverse health effects and environmental contamination. Jamie Foss, Sr. Applications Scientist 

at PerkinElmer, dives into the history of PFAS chemicals, how to safely handle them, and the future of 
regulations and analysis. 

LCGC: What exactly are PFAS chemicals?
JAMIE FOSS: PFAS substances are human-made chemicals that arose from Teflon, or 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) production. They encompass straight-chained or branch-chained 
fluorocarbons, which can contain sulfonates or other groups. They’re widely used due to their 
desirable properties, such as their ability to repel water and oil. They’re found in nonstick cookware, 
food packaging, the Scotchgard stain resistance on carpets, and a lot of paints and finishes as well. 

The two most popular PFAS compounds are perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctane 
sulfonic acid (PFOS). They were commonly used in the manufacturer of PTFE, in repellents, and in 
molding processes for many years. Recently, companies have moved away from the usage of these 
compounds, in preference for shorter-chain compounds that contain different functional groups 
called GenX compounds. However, because of the extensive use of PFOA and PFOS, they’re often the 
most common contaminants found in drinking water and environmental testing.

The properties that make PFAS chemicals so beneficial and desirable to us also make them 
extremely stable compounds that are resistant to break down in the environment. As consumer 
products go to waste, PFAS chemicals get into soil and water, and bio accumulate. Some health 
effects have been seen from PFAS compounds, such as developmental issues, reproductive issues, 
problems with liver function, as well as immune system problems that have been found in recent 
animal studies. 

Over the past ten years, the EPA has started to push regulations, test for, and limit the consumption 
of these perfluoroalkyl substances. A health advisory limit of 70 ng/L parts per trillion (ppt) in 
drinking water has been set but this is often higher than some of the strict self-imposed limits for 
some of the US States. The European Commission has set a limit of 100 ng/L for individual PFAS 
compounds and a total PFAS limit of 500 ng/L in drinking water. 

LCGC: What are some of the challenges of PFAS analysis? 
FOSS: One challenge with PFAS analysis is the large number of potential sources for PFAS 
contamination, from the lab environment to sample preparation, and even the liquid 
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) instrument itself. Since we need to test down to such 
low detection limits, low parts per trillion, even a small amount of contamination can affect the 
quantitative accuracy of the results. 
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Another challenge is the ever-increasing list of PFAS compounds. There 
are thousands of them, and the broad range of chemistries across PFAS 
compounds makes it difficult to establish a single or simpler methodology 
for testing compounds of interest, even in drinking water. 

For example, there are two EPA methods for drinking water, 537.1 and 533. 
As states and regulations continue to push down the limits, it’s going to 
become more challenging to test down to the lower limits. The lowest 
concentration minimum reporting limits (LCMRLs) for the current EPA 
methods are already down to or below single digit per parts per trillion.

LCGC: What are some steps to mitigate interferences or 
contamination coming from the LC-MS-MS instrument?
FOSS: First is the understanding that PFAS exists in low levels within 
your home and laboratory. Contamination also comes from the systems 
that are being used for this type of analysis, such as the PTFE and PTFE 
copolymers that are used in the solid-phase extraction (SPE) and LC-MS 
systems. The overall goal is to minimize or mitigate as many potential 
sources of PTFE contamination as possible. 

The LC system contains a delay column and an analytical column. 
The delay column is a small column installed between the pump and 
the autosampler injection valve and is used to trap and separate PFAS 
compounds that may be coming from the mobile phase or LC pump, from 
the PFAS compounds in the sample. Since a gradient method is used, when 
the system is in standby or equilibrating, it is in a highly aqueous mobile 
phase environment. As such, the delay column will trap any PFASs coming 
from the mobile phase or the pump until an injection is made, and the 
gradient begins. The trapped compounds will elute after the compounds of 
interest in the sample, differentiating between the two sources.

PFAS contamination can come from mobile phases, as well as from the 
PTFE tubing and parts used in the LC pump and autosampler. Purchasing 
high quality LC-MS grade solvents and using a delay column can mitigate 
PFAS contamination from these sources. Replacing the PTFE tubing with 
PEEK or polyethylene (PE) tubing is recommended. Large volume SPE kits 
also come with PTFE tubing and these manifolds often use PTFE stopcocks, 
all of which should be replaced with polyethylene.

Other potential sources of contamination include the high performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC) vials and caps. Oftentimes, the vials come 
with PTFE lined caps, so they should be replaced with PE vials and caps. PE 
centrifuge tubes should be used collect the eluent from the SPE, alongside 
PE containers and volumetric wear. These should all be handled while 
wearing nitrile gloves. 

Lastly, contamination will be higher at the start of the day due to system 
accumulation. Flushing the system with methanol and assessing background 
levels of PFAS before starting your daily analysis is critical to success. 

LCGC: Can you explain the differences between EPA method 537.1  
and 533?
FOSS: EPA method 537 came out in 2009 and included about 14 PFAS 
compounds. These were mainly perfluoroalkyl acids and perfluoroalkyl 
sulfonates. In 2018 and 2020, updates were made to EPA 537, which is now 
referred to as 537.1. It is the most common method used by environmental 
labs to test drinking water and includes four new PFAS compounds, one 
being the newer GenX compound, hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer acid 
(HFPO-DA).

EPA 533 encompasses shorter-chain PFAS, which are becoming more 
frequently used in the industry and thus more frequently found in the 
environment. This method covers 25 PFAS compounds, all of those from 
537.1, and an additional 11 compounds that could not be tested using 537.1, 
like fluorotelomers and some carboxylic acids. The overall methodology 
is similar to 537.1, but for sample preparation they use a weak anion-
exchange SPE, and more internal or isotopic dilution standards. It also 
includes totaling branched and linear-chained isomers, whereas 537. 1 only 
focuses on the linear-chain PFAS isomers.

LCGC: What do you think some of the future laboratory trends are 
regarding PFAS analysis? 
FOSS: When it comes to the drinking water methods discussed above, 
there will be a shift from manual sample preparation to automated sample 
preparation. The manual extraction is labor intensive due to the need for a 
250 mL sample. Automating an extraction frees up time for an analyst to 
work on other things and can increase productivity and throughput. 

Since methods like 537.1 were developed over 10 years ago, the larger 
sample volume which provides us with a 250-fold concentration increase 
was needed to hit these low detection limits. The increased sensitivity of 
newer MS instruments has already caused a shift from elaborate sample 
preparation to large volume direct injection, which vastly simplifies and 
speeds up testing.

There is also a growing interest to investigate other environmental 
matrices, such as wastewater, soil, and air. Interest in testing biological 
samples and looking at PFAS in serum, plasma, and different tissue 
samples, has grown too. Last year, a draft of EPA method 1633 was put out 
for review, and this method covers about 40 PFAS compounds alongside 
different matrices from water to soil to tissue samples. 

Lastly, regulatory limits will continue to decrease and the list of PFAS 
compounds that we need to test for will continue to grow. 


